
CLAY SLAB 
BUILDING
Clay slab building lesson plan and accompanying video 
tutorial. Learn to work with slab clay and create an imagined 
dwelling. 

Designed to support 3rd -6th class  primary school students 
with strands of the Visual Art and SESE  curriculum. 
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CLAY Slab BUILDING

aims Objectives

Step 1 –Investigation and design

ü Paper

ü Drawing materials

ü Rulers

Step 2 – Clay Work

ü Clay

ü Rolling pins

ü Clay tools

ü Fabric pieces (Can use cut up 
sheets)

ü Plastic bags if you need to 
cover your clay to keep it wet

ü Spray bottle, can use empty 
household cleaner bottles. 

ü Clay slip in bowls

Learn to Slab Build

• Step 1 – Investigation and 
design

• Step 2 – Making with the 
clay

• Step 3 – Follow up 
activities and evaluation

Learn about clay and how it’s used to make ceramic objects

Investigate what is a home. 

Design your own slab build house. This can be a house for a 
human or an animal.  (eg. Mud hut, bird house, tower block, 
house of the future)

Measure and create a paper template

Learn how to roll out a slab of clay and how to join it 
together 

Materials & 

EQUIPMENT

Curricular Links

Main Curriculum Strand: Clay 

Art - Construction, Paint and Colour, Drawing

Social, environmental and scientific education 

Mathematics (Measuring and creating a paper 
template)

Equipment TIP
Invest in the following, you will use them every 
year.

Wooden boards
Have wooden boards cut if you don’t have them 
already. The slabs of clay can be laid on them and 
they can be used to build the clay on so that is does 
not have to be lifted up and moved. Keep them for 
clay work only, do not paint on them, so they stay 
smooth.

Wooden slats ¼ inch 
Can be found in hardware shops in the wood 
trimming/moulding section and cut to size of 
boards.

Broom handles
A few broom handles chopped will make enough 
rolling pins for the class. 



INVESTIGATE & DESIGN

Equipment Learn about clay
• Paper

• Drawing materials

• Ruler

What is clay?

Where does it come from?

What in our homes is made from clay?

Look at the terms in the  accompany CLAY factsheet.
Stimulus

• If you are studying a certain 
period in history or a 
country you can decide to 
concentrate on that. 

• You might like to 
concentrate on human 
homes or animal homes

Investigate

Design

• Explain what slabs of clay are. 

• Design your own home that will be 
made from slabs of clay. 

• When you have it designed you could 
make a model of it from paper

• Turn your drawing into a paper 
template. Try not to make it too big or 
you will need to roll out lots of clay! 

What is a home.

• Look at the homes that people live 
in around the world and from 
different times in history

• What kind of homes animals build 
and why? (bird nest, ant hill, bee 
hive, squirrels drey) 

• What are homes for?  

• What are they made from? 

• Why were they designed that way? 

• Look at homes that are made from 
clay. Swallows build their nest from 
mud do humans use mud too?  

TIP
Included are some ideas for a paper house template but I recommend not showing these to the 
students until they are finished their design so that they are not influenced by them. When they 
have designed their house it will help them to break down their design into shapes.



ü To roll out clay you cut a piece of clay 
from the bag of clay. A wire clay cutter 
is great for this. 

ü Wedge your clay if it is sticky to make it 
all the same consistency

ü Place a piece of fabric on the table and 
two wooden slats (if you have them)

ü Flatten the clay a bit first with your 
hand. 

ü Using a rolling pin roll the clay about 
three times then turn it over and roll it 
again. Continue doing this until the clay 
is the desired thickness. I recommend 
around 1cm thick. 

ü Make sure your slab is big enough to 
make your home.

ü Place your slab of clay onto a board to 
let harden to soft leather hard

ü How long it takes your clay to get to 
soft leather hard will depend on the 
temperature in the room and the 
thickness of the slab. 

How to Cut & JOIN

decorate

• If you want to add texture to the slabs 
you can do that first. eg. leaves, 
corrugated card, bubble wrap.

• Place your paper templates on the clay 
and draw around them with a pointed 
tool. Remove the paper and then cut out 
the shapes. 

• The clay that’s left over can be used to 
make things to add onto your home if it’s 
soft enough. If it’s gone a bit hard don’t 
scrunch it up into a ball but keep it loose 
and put it into an empty bag of clay, 
spray with water and seal the bag. Then it 
will get soft again and can be wedged 
back into usable clay.

• To attach pieces of clay together you 
scratch both sides that you are joining 
with a pointed tool. Put some slip on 
both sides. This is called “Score and Slip”

• Press the pieces together and wiggle 
them until they don’t wiggle anymore. 
To make the join stronger you can place a 
small coil of soft clay over the join and 
smooth it with a tool. 

• If you want to add on hand modelled 
pieces to your model use the same score 
and slip process. 

• When drying what the children have 
made put it in a place away from heaters 
or direct sunlight so that it dries evenly. 

How to Roll Clay

• When it is dry you can paint it with poster paint or 
acrylic. 

• When the paint is dry you can cover it with PVA 
glue to give it a shiny surface. 

TIP
Have the paper template ready before 
rolling the clay so you know what shape 
you need to roll 



Paper Template Ideas

Follow up Activities and Evaluation

• The students can write about  the journey of creating their piece in a visual diary, 
encourage them to draw the steps or equipment used also. 

• Write a story about who/what lives in the home

• Students can present what they made to their class. Describing what their home is 
about, where their idea came from and who lives there. 

• You could layout the homes on their desks and invite other students in for a mini 
exhibition.

• The students could place a long sheet of paper on the ground (roll of wall paper 
lining), draw a landscape and place their homes in the landscape. 

• The homes can be placed outdoors (dry day!) and photographed in nature

By Laura McNamara


